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Let k be an algebraically closed field. A finite dimensional k-algebra A
is said to be quasitilted if there is a hereditary abelian k-category H such
Ž . Ž w x .that A s End T for a tilting object T in H see 8 for definitions . InH
case H s mod H for a hereditary algebra H, A is said to be a tilted
algebra. Both types of algebras, tilted algebras and the extended class of
wquasitilted algebras, have been the center of research in recent years 2, 3,
x4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12 .
One of the striking features of a quasitilted algebra A is the existence of
a trisection in its module category ind A. Let X and Y be two indecom-
Žposable A-modules. We say that X is a successor of Y and Y is a
.predecessor of X if there exists a chain of non-zero maps between
indecomposable modules of the form Y s Y “ Y “ ??? “ Y s X. De-1 2 s
note now by L the full subcategory of mod A formed by those indecom-A
posable modules X whose predecessors in ind A have projective dimen-
sion at most one, and by R the full subcategory of mod A formed byA
those indecomposable modules X whose successors in ind A have injec-
w xtive dimension at most one. It follows from the work of Happel et al. 8
Ž . Ž . Ž .that L _ R j L l R j R _ L is a trisection of ind A.A A A A A A
Ž .Indeed, quasitilted algebras can be characterized by the properties i
Ž .gl dim A F 2 and ii every indecomposable module lies in one of the
categories L or R . Also, every quasitilted algebra B, different from k,A A
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w xcan be written as a one-point extension B s A M where A is a qua-
w xsitilted algebra and M g add L 8 .A
w xThe purpose of this work is to continue our study initiated in 4 of the
w xquasitilted algebras of the form A M where A is an indecomposable
finite dimensional k-algebra and M is a nonzero decomposable A-module.
w xIn 4 , we have showed that, in this situation, every nonzero indecompos-
able direct summand of M is directing and A is indeed tilted. We recall
that a nonzero module X g mod A is directing if there are no paths of
non-zero maps between indecomposable modules of the form
X X s Y “ Y “ ??? “ Y “ Y “ Y s tyY “ ??? “ Y s X Y ,0 1 i iq1 iq2 A i s
where X X and X Y are indecomposable direct summands of X and tA
denotes the Auslander]Reiten translation in mod A. If X is indecompos-
able, this is equivalent to saying that there are no paths of non-zero
non-isomorphisms maps between indecomposable modules of the form
w xX s Y “ Y “ ??? “ Y s X ; see 6 .0 1 s
In this work, we shall provide complete characterizations of the proper-
w xties of a decomposable A-module M for A M to be quasitilted in case A
is indecomposable. Our first theorem deals with the case where M g
Ž .add L l R .A A
THEOREM A. Let A be an indecomposable quasitilted algebra and let M
Ž .be a nonzero decomposable A-module in add L l R . The following areA A
equi¤alent:
Ž . w xa A M is tilted.
Ž . w xb A M is quasitilted.
Ž .c M is directing.
In the situation complementary to Theorem A, since M g add L , weA
have to consider nonzero decomposable modules M with nonzero direct
summands in L _ R . We shall divide it in the next two theorems.A A
THEOREM B. Let A be an indecomposable quasitilted algebra and let
M s M [ M be an A-module such that 0 / M is an indecomposable1 2 1
Ž .module in L _ R and 0 / M g add L l R . Then the one-point exten-A A 2 A A
w xsion A M is quasitilted if and only if the following conditions hold:
Ž . w xa A M is quasitilted;1
Ž . Ž .b M is a hereditary projecti¤e module and Hom M , R _ L s 0;2 A 2 A A
Ž .c M is directing.
THEOREM C. Let A be an indecomposable quasitilted algebra and M a
decomposable A-module in add L such that it contains at least two nonzeroA
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indecomposable direct summands in L _ R . The following conditions areA A
equi¤alent:
Ž . w xa A M is a quasitilted algebra;
Ž . Ž .b M is a hereditary projecti¤e A-module and Hom M, R _ L s 0;A A A
Ž . Ž .c M is a projecti¤e A-module and Hom M, R _ L s 0.A A A
As a consequence of the above results we get that if M is a decompos-
w xable module such that A M is quasitilted, then M is a directing module.
The techniques used in the proofs of the theorems rely, basically, on the
analysis of components of the Auslander]Reiten quiver over quasitilted
w xalgebras 3, 5 , results on the structure of certain special quasitilted
w x w xalgebras 8, 10 , and skew group algebras techniques 4 . In Section 4 we
present examples showing that the different situations allowed by the
theorems may appear.
This work was completed during exchange visits Mexico]Sao Paulo. The´ ˜
authors thank their Institutions, FAPESP in Brazil and CONACyT in
Mexico, for support. The authors are also grateful to I. Reiten and H.´
Slungard for pointing out an inaccuracy in a previous version.
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Throughout this paper, all algebras will be indecomposable finite
dimensional over a fixed algebraically closed field k and all modules will
be finitely generated. For a given algebra A, denote by mod A the
category of A-modules and by ind A the subcategory of indecomposable
A-modules. We shall also denote by G the Auslander]Reiten quiver ofA
w xA. We keep the notations introduced above and refer the reader to 1 for
unexplained notions on representation theory of algebras.
In this section, we shall recall some facts on quasitilted algebras which
will be useful throughout the paper. Recall that a path of non-zero maps
between indecomposable A-modules X “ X “ X “ ??? “ X is said0 1 2 s
to be sectional if t X \ X for every 0 F i F s y 2.A iq2 i
The following characterization of quasitilted algebras plays a very impor-
w xtant role in the theory 8 .
w xTHEOREM 8 . The following are equi¤alent for an algebra A:
Ž .a A is a quasitilted algebra.
Ž .b All indecomposable projecti¤e A-modules are in L .A
Ž .c All indecomposable injecti¤e A-modules are in R .A
Ž .d Any path of non-zero maps between indecomposable A-modules
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X “ X “ ??? “ X such that X is injecti¤e and X is projecti¤e has a0 1 s 0 s
sectional refinement of irreducible maps X s Y “ Y “ ??? “ Y s X0 0 1 t s
 4  4where X s Y for an increasing function s : 0, . . . , s “ 0, . . . , t .i s Ž i.
1.2. Let A be a quasitilted algebra. The following facts concerning the
components of the Auslander]Reiten quiver G will be relevant in ourA
considerations:
Ž . w xi 3 : There are preprojective and preinjective components in G .A
Ž . w x Žii 5 : If G is a component of G which is not semiregular i.e.,A
.containing both projective and injective modules , then A is tilted and G is
the connecting component of G .A
Ž . w xiii 5 : If A is not tilted and G is a component of G withA
projective modules, then G is contained in L _ R ; dually, if G hasA A
injective modules, then G is contained in R _ L .A A
Ž . w xiv 10 : If G is a component of G containing a directing moduleA
X g L l R , then A is tilted and G is either the preprojective or aA A
connecting component.
w x1.3. Let M be an A-module. The one-point extension A M is the algebra
k 0w xA M s ž /M A
w xwith the usual matrix operations. The category of A M -modules is
Ž t t .equivalent to the category of triples k , X, f : M “ X , where X is an
Ž t . w xA-module and f g Hom M , X ; see 11 .A
w xA quasitilted algebra B is always of the form A M , where A is
w x Ž t .quasitilted and M g add L 8 . For a B-module Y s k , X, f the fol-A
Ž w x.lowing is known see 8 .
Ž .i If pd Y F 1, then ker f is projective and pd X F 1. Moreover,B A
if pd Coker f F 1, then pd Y F 1 if and only if ker f is projective.A B
Ž . 1 Ž .ii id Y F 1 if and only if id X F 1 and Ext M, X s 0.B A A
w x1.4. The following were established in 4 .
w x w xPROPOSITION 4 . Let A M [ M be a quasitilted algebra. If 0 / M is1 2 1
not hereditary projecti¤e and M / 0, then M is a directing module in2 2
add R .A
w x w x1.5. LEMMA 4 . Let A M [ M be a quasitilted algebra. Then either1 2
Ž . Ž .Hom M , L _ R s 0 or Hom M , R _ L s 0.A 1 A A A 2 A A
w x w x1.6. THEOREM 4 . Let A M be a quasitilted algebra with M a nonzero
decomposable A-module. Then e¤ery indecomposable direct summand of M is
directing. Moreo¤er, A is a tilted algebra.
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1.7. The purpose of this work is to give necessary and sufficient condi-
Ž .tions on a pair A, M with A quasitilted and M a nonzero decomposable
w xA-module for A M to be quasitilted. We start by proving the following
result which will be very useful to this work.
w xPROPOSITION. Let B s A M [ M be a quasitilted algebra where 0 /1 2
M is an indecomposable module in L _ R and M / 0. Then1 A A 2
Ž . w xi M is a directing A-module and A M is a quasitilted algebra;1 1
Ž . Ž .ii M is a hereditary projecti¤e module and Hom M , R _ L s 0.2 A 2 A A
Ž . Ž .Proof. i By Theorem 1.6 , it follows that M is a directing module. In1
w x4 we proved that the algebra
k 0 0
X M A 0B s 1 0M 0 A2
w x Xis tilted, and so the quotient algebra A M of B is also tilted.1
Ž . Ž .ii From 1.4 , it follows that M is a hereditary projective module2
Ž . Ž .and Lemma 1.5 implies that Hom M , R _ L s 0, giving the desiredA 2 A A
result.
2. THEOREM A
2.1. Let A be a quasitilted algebra and let M be a nonzero directing
Ž . Ž Ž ..A-module lying in add L l R . We have seen in 1.2 iv that A isA A
indeed a tilted algebra. The next result gives some further information on
w xthe location of the summands of M if A M is quasitilted.
w xPROPOSITION. Let B s A M be a quasitilted algebra with M a nonzero
Ž .directing A-module lying in add L l R . Then there exists a connectingA A
component of G containing all the indecomposable summands of M.A
Ž .Proof. We first observe that it follows from 1.6 that the algebra A is
tilted. Let M be an indecomposable summand of M and let G be the1
component of G containing M . Suppose first that G is preprojective.A 1
w Ž .xThen, by 5, 6.5 , G is a connecting component of G , and consequently,A
contains all the projective modules. If M s M , the result is proved.1
Suppose M has another indecomposable summand M . If M f G, then2 2
clearly there are maps from infinitely many modules of G to t M . InA 2
particular, there is a path from M to t M contradicting the fact that M is1 2
directing. So M g G, giving the result.2
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Ž . Ž .Suppose G is not preprojective. By 1.2 iv , G is a connecting compo-
nent. Also, by the above, none of the summands of M lies in a preprojec-
Ž . Ž .tive component and, so by 1.2 iv again, we infer that G contains all the
summands of M.
2.2. We shall now prove our first theorem.
THEOREM A. Let A be an indecomposable quasitilted algebra and let M
Ž .be a nonzero decomposable A-module in add L l R . The following areA A
equi¤alent:
Ž . w xa A M is tilted.
Ž . w xb A M is quasitilted.
Ž .c M is directing.
Ž . Ž .Proof. a « b is clear.
Ž . Ž .b « c Let 0 / M be a decomposable A-module belonging to
Ž . w x Ž .add L l R . Assume first that B s A M is quasitilted. By 1.6 , weA A
know that A is tilted and every indecomposable direct summand of M is
directing. We shall prove that M is directing. Assume this is not the case.
Then there exist indecomposable direct summands M and M of M and1 2
a path of non-zero maps between indecomposable modules of the form
M “ Y “ ??? “ Y “ ) “ tyY s Z “ Z “ ??? “ Z s M ,1 1 j j 1 2 s 2
where we may assume that Z “ Z “ ??? “ Z s M is a sectional path.1 2 s 2
Since M g R and R is closed under successors, we infer that id Y F 1.1 A A A j
Ž y .On the other hand, for each i, Hom t Y , Z / 0, and so Z is not aA j i i
projective module. Hence there is a path Y “ t Z “ ??? “ t M ofj A 2 A 2
w xnon-zero maps. Since t M g L , by 3 , there exists an indecomposableA 2 A
Ž . 1 Ž .module Z with Hom M , Z / 0 / Ext M , Z . Consider the B-mod-A 1 A 2
ˆ XŽ Ž . . Ž .ule Z s k, Z, a , 0 : M [ M “ Z , where 0 / a g Hom M , Z and1 A 1
X ˆ ˆŽ .M s M [ M . Observe that Z is indecomposable and, by 1.3 , pd Z s 21 B
ˆs id Z, a contradiction showing that M is directing.B
Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .c « a To prove that B s A M is tilted it is enough, by 1.2 iv ,
to show that there is a nonzero indecomposable directing B-module
Z g L l R . Observe that there exists a nonzero indecomposable directB B
summand M of M with no successors which are direct summands of M1
Žif this is not the case, then there would exist an indecomposable summand
of M lying in an oriented cycle of mod A, a contradiction to the fact that
. Ž .M is directing . We claim that the B-module Z s 0, M , 0 is directing1
and lies in L l R .B B
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Ž .Claim 1. All predecessors of Z in mod B are of type 0, X, 0 , with
X g mod A. Suppose this is not true, so there exists an indecomposable
Ž t .predecessor of Z of type k , Y, a with a / 0 and a commutative diagram
as follows
t 6 6 . . . . . . 6M 0 0 0 0
a
6 6 6 6 66 6 . . . . 6Y s Y Y Y Y Y s M0 1 2 sy1 s 1b b b1 2 s
with b / 0, for each i. Observe that b ??? b a s 0, which implies that Mi s 1
is not directing and the claim is proved.
As a consequence, we infer that Z is a directing B-module in L .B
Claim 2. If Y is a successor of an indecomposable direct summand M X
1 Ž .of M, then Ext M, Y s 0.A
Indeed, suppose it is not true and let MY be an indecomposable
Ž Y . 1 Ž Y .summand of M such that D Hom Y, t M s Ext M , Y / 0. ThisA A
yields a non-sectional path
M X “ Y “ ??? “ Y “ t MY “ w “ MY1
a contradiction to the fact that M is directing.
This claim has the following consequences:
Ž . Ž .i id 0, Y, 0 F 1 if Y is a successor of a summand of M; andB
Ž . Ž t .ii id k , Y, f F 1 for each indecomposable B-module with f / 0.B
1 Ž .Indeed, in both cases, Ext M, Y s 0 by Claim 2, and id Y F 1 becauseA A
each indecomposable summand of Y is a successor of M g add R . SoA
Ž . Ž . Ž .the assertions i and ii now follow from 1.3 . Clearly now, each succes-
Ž . Ž .sor of 0, M , 0 has injective dimension at most 1, and then 0, M , 0 g R .1 1 B
This shows that Z g L l R and completes the proof of Theorem A.B B
3. THEOREMS B AND C
3.1. We shall consider in this section the situation where M has a
Ž .nonzero summand in add L _ R . We start with the situation where MA A
has a unique such summand.
THEOREM B. Let A be a quasitilted algebra and M s M [ M be an1 2
A-module such that 0 / M is an indecomposable module in L _ R and1 A A
Ž . w x0 / M g add L l R . Then the one-point extension A M is quasitilted if2 A A
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and only if the following conditions hold:
Ž . w xa A M is quasitilted;1
Ž . Ž .b M is a hereditary projecti¤e module and Hom M , R _ L s 0;2 A 2 A A
Ž .c M is directing.
w x Ž .Proof. Assume first that B s A M is quasitilted. The conditions a
Ž . Ž .and b follow from Proposition 1.7 . It remains to prove that M is
Ž .directing. Suppose this is not the case. By b , M is a hereditary projec-2
tive, and so M cannot be hereditary projective. Moreover, since M is1 1
directing and M is a hereditary projective, there exist an indecomposable2
direct summand Y of M and a path of non-zero maps between indecom-2
posable modules Y “ ??? “ t X “ ) “ X “ ??? “ M . Since Y g R ,A 1 A
then M g R which is a contradiction. So M is directing.1 A
Ž .For the converse, assume that the pair A, M with A and M as in the
Ž . Ž . Ž .statement satisfies conditions a , b , and c . We shall show that B s
w xA M is quasitilted.
Clearly, gl dim B F 2. It is now enough to study the homological dimen-
Ž t t .sion of an indecomposable B-module of the form Z s k , X, f : M “ X ,
Ž Ž .with f / 0 because the indecomposable of the form 0, X, 0 does not
w x.have both projective and injective dimension equal to 2 8 .
Let us assume that such a module Z has injective dimension equal to 2,
and we shall prove that pd Z F 1. We divide the proof in several steps.B
1 Ž .First observe that Ext M, X s 0. Indeed, if this is not the case, thenA
1 Ž .there is an indecomposable direct summand Y of X such that Ext M , YA 1
Ž ./ 0. Since Hom M, Y / 0 we obtain a contradiction to the fact that MA
1 Ž . Ž .is directing. Therefore, Ext M, X s 0, and then, by 1.3 , id X s 2. LetA A
now X be the direct summand of X containing all indecomposable1
summands with injective dimension 2, and write X s X [ X .1 2
Observe that
f 01 t tf s : M [ M “ X [ X .1 2 1 2ž /g f2
Ž . Ž .Indeed, since X g add L _ R and M g add L l R , we have1 A A 2 A A
Ž .Hom M , X s 0.A 2 1
Ž t .Claim 1. pd k , X , f F 1.Aw M x 1 11
ˆ tŽ .Indeed, observe that direct summands of X s k , X , f are either1 1 1
s X ˆŽ . Ž .S s k, 0, 0 or of the form k , X , f . If S is a direct summand of X , say1 1 1
ˆŽ . Ž Ž .with s , 0 : S “ X a retractable inclusion, then k, X , gs , f s : M [1 2 2 1
.M “ X is a non-zero direct summand of Z, a contradiction. Hence S is2 2
ˆ w xnot a direct summand of X . On the other hand, any A M -module of the1 1
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Ž s X. w x Ž .form Y s k , X , f has id Y s 2. Since A M is quasitilted by a ,1 1 Aw M x 11
we get pd Y F 1, which proves our claim.Aw M x1
Claim 2. pd X F 1.A 2
Otherwise, there exists an indecomposable summand X Y of X such2
Y Ž Y .that pd X s 2. Hence Hom M , X s 0.A A 2
Consider the decomposition X s X X [ X Y [ Y where X X is an inde-
composable module such that id X X s 2, and the non-zero mapsA
1Ž .
0 f Ž .1, 0, 0 Xt t t6 6 6a : M M [ M X X1 1 2
1Ž .
0 f Ž .0, 1, 0 Yt t t6 6 6b : M M [ M X X1 1 2
Ž . t tand d , d : M [ M “ Y.1 2 1 2
t X Y aŽ . w x Ž Ž ..By 1.3 , the A M -module V s k , X X , has pd V s 2 sb1 Aw M x1
w xid V and so it decomposes because A M is quasitilted. In fact, V hasAw M x 11
Ž s X .a direct summand of the form U s k , X , g . On the other hand, since
X Y Ž Y X.X g L and pd X s 2, we infer that Hom X , X s 0. This yields aA A A
commutative diagram of the form
g Xs s 6k M X1 1XX Ž .M mrr 1 e
aŽ .
b
6 6 6Xt t 6k M X [ X 0
66 6
1
X Xs Ž .1, 0M ms1 g Xs s 6k M X1
w xIt easily follows now that the A M -module
g 0X Xs s sUˆ s k , X [ Y , : M [ M “ X [ YX X 1 2ž /d r d rž /1 2
is a direct summand of Z, a contradiction, which proves the claim.
g h2 26 6Consider now the projective resolutions 0 “ P P X “ 0,21 20 2
g h1 16 60 “ P P X “ 0 in mod A, and11 10 1
6 t t0 M M1 1
t fŽ .1, 0 1
6 6 6
t6 6 6 60 P M [ P X 011 1 10 1g Ž .0 f , h1 1Ž .g1
w xin mod A M .1
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The morphism gg : P “ X lifts through the epimorphism h ; that is,0 11 2 2
there exists gX: P “ P such that h gX s gg . Also, there exists f X :11 20 2 0 2
t X Ž .M “ P such that h f s f using that M is projective . Then we can2 20 2 2 2 2
define a commutative diagram as follows:
6 t t t t0 M [ M M [ M1 2 1 2
1 0
0 1 f 01fs0 0 g fŽ .ž / 20 0
6
6 6
t t t6 6 6 6Ž .0 M [ P [ P M [ M [ P [ P X [ X 02 11 21 1 2 10 20 1 20 g 0 f 0 h 00 1 1rs1 0 0 g f 0 hŽ .2 2ss 0 g 01ž /X Xyf yg g2 2
Clearly rs s 0, s is a monomorphism, and r is an epimorphism, and so
the exactness of the diagram follows from a dimension count. This means
that pd Z F 1, and therefore the proof of Theorem B is complete.B
3.2. It remains to consider the case where M contains at least two
nonzero indecomposable summands in L _ R . Let us prove the follow-A A
ing lemma which is interesting in itself.
LEMMA. Let A be a quasitilted algebra and M a nonzero projecti¤e
Ž . Ž tA-module in add L . Assume that Hom M, R _ L s 0. If Z s k ,A A A A
t . w xX, f : M “ X , with f / 0, is an indecomposable A M -module, then
pd Z F 1.Aw M x
Ž X.Proof. Since Z is indecomposable, we have that Hom M, X / 0, forA
each indecomposable direct summand X X of X. Hence X g add LA
Ž .because Hom M, R _ L s 0, and so pd X F 1.A A A A
Now let p: P “ X be the projective cover of X in mod A. Then we get0
the following commutative diagram
p6 6 6 6
0 Ker p P X 00
6
tw Ž . 10, 1
6 6Ž .f , p
t6 6 6 6K0 M [ P X 00
Ž .where K s Ker f , p and w is a monomorphism. Since pd X F 1, weA
have that Ker p is a projective A-module. From the snake lemma it results
Ž . tthat the quotient Krw Ker p ( M . Since M is projective, we infer that
K ( M t [ Ker p, which is therefore a projective A-module. Hence the
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commutative diagram
1t t6 6 6 600 M M 0
t fŽ .1, 0
6 6 6Ž .f , p
t6 6 6 60 K M [ P X 00
shows that pd Z F 1 and the claim is proved.Aw M x
3.3. We shall prove our Theorem C.
THEOREM C. Let A be a quasitilted algebra and M an A-module in
add L containing at least two nonzero indecomposable direct summands inA
L _ R . The following conditions are equi¤alent:A A
Ž . w xa A M is a quasitilted algebra;
Ž . Ž .b M is a hereditary projecti¤e A-module and Hom M, R _ L s 0;A A A
Ž . Ž .c M is a projecti¤e A-module and Hom M, R _ L s 0.A A A
Proof. Let M be the maximal direct summand of M which lies in1
add L _ R and write M s M [ M .A A 1 2
Ž . Ž .a « b By hypothesis M has at least two indecomposable sum-1
mands, so Proposition 1.4 yields that M is a hereditary projective and1
Ž .Lemma 1.5 that Hom M , R _ L s 0. If M / 0, then by PropositionA 1 A A 2
Ž .1.7, M is indeed a hereditary projective and also Hom M , R _ L s 0,2 A 2 A A
which implies the desired result.
Ž . Ž .b « c is clear.
Ž . Ž . Ž .c « a Assume that M is projective and Hom M, R _ L s 0.A A A
w xLet us show that B s A M is quasitilted.
It is clear that gl dim B F 2. As before, it is enough now to analyze the
homological dimensions of indecomposable B-modules of type Z s
Ž t t .k , X, f : M “ X , with f / 0. However, for such Z the above lemma
states that pd Z F 1 and the result is proved.B
3.4. As a consequence of our main theorems, we get the following.
COROLLARY. Let M be a nonzero decomposable A-module such that
w xA M is quasitilted. Then M is directing.
4. EXAMPLES
4.1. In this section, we shall exhibit some examples to illustrate the
situation considered by the above theorems. Let A be the radical square1
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zero k-algebra given by the quiver
6 6 6661 ? ? ? 2
Then the simple modules S and S lie on L _ R and the algebra1 2 A A1 1w x w xB s A S [ S is tilted; see 3 .1 1 1 2
4.2. Now let A be the k-algebra given by the quiver2
with b a s 0 s g a for 2 F i F 4. Then A is a tilted algebra with ai 1 i 2 2
preinjective component containing all indecomposable injective modules.
The injective modules I and I belong to L l R and the algebra1 2 A A2 2w x w xB s A I [ I is tilted; see 9 .2 2 1 2
4.3. Finally, let A be the k-algebra given by the quiver3
ba6 6 66? ? 3 4 ?
with ab s 0. Clearly, A is a representation-finite tilted algebra. Observe3
also that the simple module S lies in L _ R and the projective3 A A3 3
Ž .P g L l R is a hereditary module such that Hom P , R _ L s 0,4 A A A 4 A A3 3 3 3 3
w x Žand so B s A S [ P is a quasitilted algebra in fact, it is even a3 3 3 4
.representation-finite tilted algebra .
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